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A number of Runge approximation theorems are proved for complex Clifford 
algebra valued holomorphic functions which either satisfy the holomorphic, 
homogeneous Dirac equation, or complex Laplacian. The results are applied to 
establish analogues of the homological version of the Mittag-Letler theorem. 
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The development and application of function theories associated with the 
homogeneous Dirac operator over four-dimensional Minkowski space, n- 
dimensional Euclidean space, and C” has been pursued by a number of 
authors (e.g., [3-15, 18-23, 25-301). Within these analyses a number of 
authors have viewed the Dirac equation as a natural generalization of the 
classical Cauchy Riemann equation [ 11, and they have shown that a num- 
ber of aspects of one variable complex analysis extends to this more general 
setting. For example, it has been shown [3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 23, 25-271 in 
the Euclidean, and several complex variable setting that each of the 
associated function theories possess a Cauchy theorem, Cduchy integral 
formula, Laurent expansion theorem, and that the sets of solutions to the 
equations are conformally invariant. (The last point mentioned has been 
extensively pursued within mathematical physics (e.g., [ 13, 15]), and forms 
a basis to that aspect of the subject which makes use of twistors [31].) As 
shown in [23] the existence of function theories with these properties relies 
fundamentally on Clifford algebras. This analysis is referred to as Clifford 
analysis [ 31. 
In a number of recent papers [19-231 the author, following ideas 
developed in [14], has presented a line of argument which enables results 
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obtained in Clifford analysis, over domains in Euclidean space 
[S, 6, 9, 11, 251 to be extended to results over special classes of domains in 
C”. In special cases these complex domains correspond to the harmonic 
hulls discussed by Lelong [17], Siciak [24], Jarnicki [ 161, and others in 
their studies of holomorphic continuations of harmonic functions. In this 
paper we give generalizations of the Runge approximation theorem [3, S] 
for solutions to the homogeneous Dirac equation in C”, over these special 
domains. We also obtain similar results for solutions to the complex 
Laplacian over the same domains. We then introduce Cauchy integral for- 
mulae, on the complement of compact subsets of c” for special classes of 
holomorphic functions which either satisfy the complex, homogeneous 
Dirac equation, or the complex Laplacian. We use these results to deduce 
Runge approximation theorems over open subsets, in c”, of the com- 
plement of a compact set, for these classes of functions. 
We conclude the paper by combining the approximation theorems, 
established here, with the holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform, 
introduced in [22], to establish analogues, for the solutions to the complex 
Dirac equation, of the homological version of the Mittag-LeRler theorem 
given in [3]. This result facilitates, together with results obtained in [21], 
a natural extension, to several complex variables, of results obtained in the 
Euclidean setting [27] for Clifford algebra valued hyperfunctions. 
We begin by developing the necessary background on Clifford algebras, 
and Clifford analysis that we require here. 
PRELIMINARIES 
In [2, Part l] it is shown that from the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
R”, with orthonormal basis { ej};=, , it is possible to construct a real 2”- 
dimensional Clifford algebras, A,. This algebra has an identity e, and basis 
elements 
e,, e, ,..., e,, e, e2 ,..., e, ~ , e, ,..., ej, ’ . . ej ,,,,., e, . . e,, 
with 1 <<r<n and j, < ... <j,. Moreover, the basis elements ej, ek, with 
1 <j, k < n, satisfy the relation 
ejek + ekej = -26jkeo, 
where Sjk is the Kronecker delta. 
By considering the real symmetric tensor product 
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we obtain the complex Clifford algebra, A,(C). This algebra may be regar- 
ded as having the same identity and basis elements as the algebra A,. The 
complex subspace of A,(C) spanned by the vectors e, ,..., e, is denoted by 
C”. A general element 
z,el + ... +z,e, 
of this space is denoted by 
Z, 
and a general element 
z,e,+ ... +z ,,...,, ej;..ej,+ ‘.. +z, ,,e,...e,, 
of the algebra is denoted by 
where z,,, zi ,...,,, z1 . . . ..E C. 
The norm of an element Z, E A,,(C) is defined to be 
IZI =(z ,z ,,.. ,q’; 
and for each Z, E A,,(C) the open set 
{ZEA,,(C):(Z-Z,l<r,forsomerER+ 
is denoted by 
w, i r)- 
There is automorphism on A,(C), namely 
-: A,(C)-+A,(C): e,;..e,,t-+(-l)‘e,;..ej,. 
This automorphism is called the conjugation automorphism, and the con- 
jugate of an element Z is denoted by 
2. 
We observe that for a vector z E C” - {O j we may have 
zz = 0. 
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The set 
s= {zEC”:zZ=z;+ .‘. +zi=O} 
is called the null cone of C”, and for each point Z~E c” we denote the set 
{zd”: (z-zo)(z-20)=o} 
For each set Xc c” we define the set 
to be 
In our analysis we shall also require the following classes of manifolds: 
DEFINITION 1 [22]. A smooth, real, n-dimensional, compact manifold 
M, lying in c”, is called a manifold qf type a if for each z E M we have 
S,nM= {z). 
DEFINITION 2 [22 J. A smooth, real, n-dimensional, noncompact sub- 
manifold of c” is a manifold of type b if each smooth, n-dimensional, com- 
pact submanifold is a manifold of type a. 
DEFINITION 3. A manifold M’ of type b which also satisfies the con- 
ditions: 
(i) There exists a submanifold M of M’, of type a such that 
8(cl(M’ - M)) = afV, 
where cl(M’ - M) denotes the closure of M’ - M. 
(ii) Each unbounded, continuous function s: (0, co) + M’ - M is not 
asymptotic to the set S(M) is called a special manifold of type 6. 
DEFINITION 4 [22]. A smooth, real, n-dimensional compact manifold 
M, lying in C”, is called a manifold of type c if it is a manifold of type a, 
and for each z E A4 we have that 
TM,nS,= {z). 
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DEFINITION 5 [22]. A smooth, real, n-dimensional, noncompact sub- 
manifold of C” is a manifoldfor type d if each smooth, n-dimensional com- 
pact submanifold is a manifold of type h. 
Suppose that M is a manifold of type a, with components M,,..., M,, for 
some p E N, then we denote the components of 
c” - S( aM,) 
containing Qi, for i= I,..., p, by U(M,). We denote the set lJ;= , U(M,) by 
U(M). By similar arguments to those used in [20] it may be deduced that 
the set U(M) is an open subset of C”. 
DEFINITION 6. Suppose that M’ is a manifold of type h then the 
minimal open subset 
of c” which contains U(M) for each submanifold M of M’ of type N is 
called the Dirac-Laplace neighbourhood of M’. 
We now introduce the types of functions that we shall be examining in 
this paper, and recall some of their properties. 
DEFINITION 7 [19]. For U a domain in C”, a holomorphic function 
f: u-+ A,,(C) 
is called a complex left regular function if for each z E U we have 
” 
af 
j?, e, az, (z) = 0. 
Equation (1) is a holomorphic extension of the homogeneous Dirac 
equation studied in [ 131 and elsewhere. One may similarly introduce com- 
plex right regular functions. 
A special example of a complex left regular function is the function 
G(z) = z(zZ) -, 
which is defined in the cases where n = 0 mod 2 on the domain C” - S. 
Other examples of left regular functions may be constructed as follows 
[ 51: let us consider the hypercomplex variables 
-I sI=zleo-z,e, e, 
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for 2<16n, then for (I ,,..., 1,)~ (2 ,..., ~2)~ we may construct the following 
homogeneous polynomials: 
h...(z,=f c S[,...SIm, . n(/1...../,) 
where summation is taken over all permutations without repetition of the 
sequence (I, ,..., !,). On applying the operator 
21 ( $+‘;I i e,$ I j=2 J ) 
to the polynomial V,,...,,(z), and observing that for j= 2 ,..., n the 
expression 
tzjMz,j)& v,j.../m(z) 
.I 
is identically zero, it may be deduced that the polynomial (2) is a left 
regular function. In fact we have: 
THEOREM 1 [ 191. For U a neighbourhood of the origin, and 
s: U-+A,,(C) 1s a e t regular function, there exists a neighbourhood U’ s U of 
the origin on which the multiple series 
f c ~/,--.,m@h../m~ m=O I,...I, 
with a,, ,, E A,(C), converges unzyormly to f(z). 
DEFINITION 8 [ 193. For U a domain in C”, a holomorphic function 
g: U-A,(C) 
is called a complex harmonic function if for each z E U we have 
n a*g 
,;, q lz)=O. 
Moreover, the operator 
is called the complex Laplacian. 
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A special example of a complex harmonic function is the function 
1 (n 2)/Z H(z)= -(n-2)(Zw 1 
which is defined in the cases where n =0 mod 2 (n 22) on the domain 
c” - s. 
From now on we shall assume that n = 0 mod 2. 
THEOREM 2 [22]. (A generalized Cauchy integral formula). For 
,f: U + A,(C) a complex ieff regular function, for M, c U, a manifold of’ 
type a and z0 a point in U(M) n U we have 
f(z,)=&[ G(z - d Dzf(z), (3) 
n-, ?M 
where w,, _ , is the surface area of the unit sphere, s” ‘, lying in R”, and DZ 
is the differential form 
,c, (-l)je,dz, A ... A dz,--, adz,,, A ... A dz,,. 
From [22], and references therein, we have 
THEOREM 3. For h: U --+ A,,(C) a complex harmonic junction, for M a 
manifold of type a, lying in U, and z0 a point in U(M) n U we have 
- 
H(z-z,)Dz i ah(z) e - + G(z - z,,) Dzh(z) 
i= , I az, 
(4) 
OBSERVATION 1. It follows from the right hand sides of Eqs. (3) and (4) 
that the functions f(z) and h(z) have holomorphic continuations to left 
regular and complex harmonic functions, respectively, defined on the open 
set U(M) v U. 
As a consequence of observation 1 and [20] we have 
THEOREM 4. For M, G C”, a mantfold of type 6, for each domain U c M, 
each complex left regular function f :  U -+ A,,(C) and each complex harmonic 
,function g: U+ A,,(C) there is a complex left regular function 
f,w : U, -+ A,,(C) 
and a complex harmonic function 
gM: UM-+AA,(C) 
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such that 
and 
.fMl”,+fn”=.f 
For U, the Dirac-Laplace neighbourhood of a manifold M, of type b, 
we denote the set of complex left regular functions 
If: uhf + A,,(C) 1 
by 
rr(u,, A,,(C)). (5) 
Similarly, we denote the set of complex harmonic functions 
{h: U, +4K’)) 
by 
O(U,, A,(C)). (6) 
The set (5) is a right module over the algebra A,(C), and the set (6) is a 
module over the same algebra. We now proceed to give these modules 
Frechet topologies. 
For M a manifold of type b we introduce in [20] a sequence (M,),” , of 
submanifolds of M, where each M, is a manifold of type a, and 
(i) M/TM 
(ii) for each I M,dl[,,. 
The functions 
and 
defined by 
P,: r,(U,, A,,(C)) - R 
P,: @I(&,, A,(C)) -+ R 
P,(f) = sup IS(z)1 
ZEM, 
(7) 
(8) 
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and 
Q,(h) = sup Ih( 
ZEMI 
form a proper, countable system of norms on r,( U,, A,(C)) and 
@ ( U,, A,,(C)), respectively. 
In [20] we establish that under the countable system of norms (7) the 
module r,( U,,,,, A,,(C)) is a right A,( C)-Frechet module. Similar arguments 
reveal that under the system of norms (8) the module @(U,, A,(C)) is an 
A,( C)-Frechet module. We denote these Frichet modules by 
(fr(uM? A,(C)), f7 and (@(uM, A,(C)), Q), respectively. 
Also, it follows from [20] that the functions 
6: rr(b4, A,,(C)) -+ R (9) 
and 
0,: O(U,> A,,(C)) + R (10) 
defined by 
m I= ze;yM,, Mz)’ 
and 
c&(h) = sup Ih( 
L~ClL’(M,) 
form a proper, countable system of norms on r,( U,,,, A,,(C)) and 
@I ( Ii,, A,,(C)), respectively. Again, it may be deduced that under the 
system of norms (9) and (10) the spaces (6) and (7) are Frechet modules. 
We denote these Frechet modules by (I-,( U,,,, A,(C)), P) and 
(@(U,, A,,(C)), o), respectively. In [21] we deduce that: 
THEOREM 5. The right A,(C)-FrCchet modules (f,(U,,, A,(C)), P) and 
(f .( U,, A,,(C)), P) are topologically isomorphic. 
Similar considerations reveal that: 
THEOREM 5’. The A,,(C)-FrPchet modules (@(U,,,, A,(C)), Q) and 
(@(Ii,, A,,(C)), &) are topologically isomorphic. 
In [22] we establish 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that M is a manifold of’ type c, and that 
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k: M -+ A,,(C) is a bounded L’ integrable function. Then, for each z0 E M, 
integral 
1 
- 
w,,- I s 
G(z - z,,) k(z) dz” = T,(k)(q), 
is bounded on M. 
We also introduce 
DEFINITION 9 [22]. Suppose M, G C”, is a manifold of type 6, and 
h: Mx[O,l]+C” 
is a homotopy satisfying the conditions: 
(i) h(M, 0) = M, 
for each te [0, 11, 
(ii) h(aM, t) = 8M, 
(iii) the set h(M, t) is a manifold of type c, and the function 
h: Mx {t} -h(M, t) 
is a diffeomorphism. 
Then the homotypy h is called a homotopy of type c. 
Using Proposition 1 and Definition 9 we have 
PROPOSITION 2 [22]. Suppose B: U -+ A,(C) is holomorphic, and 
M,, M,, E U, are manifolds of type c which are homotopic via a homotopy 
oftwe c 
h: M,x[O,l]+U 
which satiJfies the condition that for some point z0 E IV?, we have that 
h(zo, t)=z, 
for all t E [0, 11. Then 
T,,(Bh) = T,,(B)W. 
We now introduce 
DEFINITION 10 [22]. For U a domain in C”, and Mc U, a manifold of 
type c let Q(M, U) be the maximal open subset of U which satisfies the 
conditions: 
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(1) QcQ(M, U), 
(2) dM c qc1 Q(M, U)), 
(3) for each point z0 E Q(M, U) there is a manifold M’ of type c such 
that z0 E I@’ E SZ(M, U), and there is a homotopy of type c 
h’: Mx [O, l] +cl(SZ(M, U)) 
with h’( M, 1) = M’ and 
(4) for each pair of manifolds M,, M2 E cl(SZ(M, U)) of type c which 
are homotopic within cl(Q(M, U)), via homotopies of type c, to M, and 
with a point z0 E a, n dr, then there is a homotopy of type c 
h: M,x[O, l]-+clQ(M, U) 
such that 
(i) h(M,,O)=M,, 
(ii) h(M,, l)= M,, and 
(iii) h(z,, t) = zO, 
for all t [0, 11. 
Then Q(M, U) is called a Moisif-Teodorescu neighbourhood. It follows 
that Q(M, U) c U(M). 
In [22] we establish that such neighbourhoods always exist. 
Using Proposition 2 and Definition 10 we have 
THEOREM 6 [22]. Suppose B: U -+ A,,(C) is a holomorphic function, 
M c U is a mantfold of type c, and O(M, U) is the Moisil-Teodorescu 
neighhourhood. Then there is a uniquely defined holomorphic function 
T aw.u,(B): Q(M, u) + A,(C): Taw.,,(B)(z) = T,,(B)(z), 
where z E I@ c Q(M, U), and M’ is a mantfold qf type c. 
DEFINITION 11 [22]. The function Tap,,.,(B), introduced in 
Theorem 6, is called the holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform of the 
function B(z), over the open set Q(M, U). 
In [22] we establish 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that T,(,,,,( B): L?(M, U) -+ A,(C) is the 
holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform qf the holomorphic function 
B: UzM-*A,,(C). 
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f e.TQ,,,,,(B)(z) = -B(z). 
j=, Jazj 
We also have 
PROPOSITION 3 [22]. Suppose that M is a manifold of type c, and that 
k: M ---f A,,(C) is a bounded L’ integrable function. Then, for each zO E M the 
integral 
1 
-j” H(z-z,)k(z)dz” 
wn-I M 
is bounded, and the function 
C,(kNz,) =L j H(z - zO) k(z) dz” 
W n-1 M 
is bounded on M. 
In [22] we use Proposition 3 to deduce 
THEOREM 8. Suppose B: U + A,(C) is a holomorphic function, M, G U, 
is a mantfold of type 6, and B(M, U) is its Moisil-Teodorescu 
neighbourhood. Then there is a uniquely defined holomorphic function 
CDCM,U,(B): Q(M u) -+ A,,(C): C,,,,,,(B)(z) = C.&B)(z), 
where z E I@’ E Q(M, U) and M’ is a mantfold of type c. Moreover, 
n a*c j;, aZ? Q,,,u,(B)@) = -B(z). 
COMPLEX LEFT REGULAR FUNCTIONS, AND 
COMPLEX HARMONIC FUNCTIONS, AT INFINITY 
DEFINITION 12. For M a manifold of type b and p an A,( C)-valued 
measure, with compact support [I] EM, we formally define the ie# 
A,(C)-Cauchy transform of u to be 
(G * p)(z) = jM G(z - z’) du(z’). 
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DEFINITION 13. For M a manifold of type b and p the A,(C)-valued 
measure introduced in Definition 12, we formally define the A,(C)-complex 
harmonic transform of p to be 
(H * p)(z) = s, H(z - z’) dp(z’). 
THEOREM 9. For M a manzfold of type 6, and p an A,(C)-valued measure 
with compact support [p] s M the left A,(C)-Cauchy transform 
s G(z - z’) dp(z’) M (11) 
defines a complex left regular function on the open set C” - S( [p]). 
Proqf: For each point z1 E c” consider the spaces 
X(z,)=(C”-S(C~l))n(R”+z,) 
and 
Y(z,) = (c” - S([p])) n (3” + z,). 
It follows from [3, Sect. 17.101 that for each zr E C” the integral (11) gives 
well-defined real analytic functions on the sets X(z, ) and Y(z, ) and that for 
each z2 E X(z,) and z3 E Y(z,) we have that 
,g, ej: (G * ~L)(zz)=o (12) 
and 
,g, ej-$ (G * P)(z~)=O. 
J 
It follows that the integral (12) gives a well defined real analytic function 
on the open set c” - S( [p]). 
Suppose, now that $: C” - S( [I*]) -+ A,(C) is a test function, such that 
for [$I, the support of I,+, we have that 
S(C$l)n [PI =4. 
Then, we have by similar arguments to those given in [3] for the real case 
that 
s Hz) G(z -zo) dM c~, 
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gives a complex left regular function on the open set C” - S( [+I), where 
dM is the Lebesgue measure of the manifold M. Consequently, 
for i<j< n. It now follows from (13) and Fubini’s theorem that 
s I c~, M0) & W-z,) 4&J dM 
J 
= s s c~3 M ti(z) i-’ $ G(z- zo) Wd M (14) 
J 
for 1 <j< n. Hence, the real analytic function (G * p)(z) is a holomorphic 
function on the open set C” - S( [p]). It now follows from equation (14) 
that the function (11) is a complex left regular function. 
By similar arguments, one may deduce 
THEOREM 10. For M a manifold of type 6, and p an A,,(C)-valued 
measure with compact support [p] G M the A,,(C)-complex harmonic trans- 
f orm 
W * P)(Z) 
is a complex harmonic jitnction on the open set c” - S( [p] ). 
COROLLARY. Suppose that M is a manifold of type b, and p is an A,(C)- 
valued measure with compact support [p] GM then on the open set 
c” - S( [p]) we have that 
,c, ej $ (H * P)(Z) = (G *P)(Z). 
OBSERVATION 2. In direct analogy we may also introduce right A,(C)- 
Cauchy transforms (,u * G)(z), and deduce an analogue of Theorem 9 for 
these transforms. 
OBSERVATION 3. As the measure,p has compact support, and as the 
holomorphic function G(z - zO), defined on C” - S,,,,, for z0 E [p] has 
negative degree of homogeneity with respect to the point zO, then 
lim (G * p)(s(t)) = 0, 
1-m 
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where s: (0, co) -+ C” - S( [p]), is an unbounded, continuous function 
which is not assymptotic to the set S( [p]). Also, 
lim (H * ,u)(s( t)) = 0. 
,+oC 
DEFINITION 14. For M a special manifold of type b, a complex left 
regular function f: U 2 M -+ A,(C) is said to be a complex left regular 
,function at infinity if for each unbounded, continuous function 
2: (0, co)-+M 
we have that 
lim f(A(t))=O. 
,+cO 
Similarly we have 
DEFINITION 1.5. For M a special manifold of type b, a complex har- 
monic function h: U 2 M --f A,(C) is called a complex harmonic function at 
infinity if for each unbounded continuous function k (0, 00) -+ M we have 
lim h(A(t))=O. 
,-CC 
OBSERVATION 4. It may be seen from Observation 3 that for M a 
special manifold of type 6, and p an A,(C) valued measure with compact 
support [p] G M then the function G * p is complex left regular at infinity 
over the special manifold M - [p] of type b, and the function H * p is 
complex harmonic at infinity over M- [p]. 
For M a special manifold of type b, and U,,,, the Dirac-Laplace 
neighbourhood of M we denote the set of complex left regular functions at 
infinity 
{f: U, + A.(C): f is complex left regular at infinity} 
by 
mu,> A,(C)). (15) 
Also, we denote the set of complex harmonic functions at infinity 
(h: U, -+ A,(C): h is complex harmonic at infinity) 
0 *(u,, A,(C)). (16) 
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It may be observed that the set (15) is a right module over the algebra 
A,(C), and that the set (16) is a module over the algebra A,(C). 
THEOREM 11 (Cauchy’s integral formula on the complement of a com- 
pact set). Suppose that M is a special manifold of type b and 
f: U 2 M + A,,(C) is a complex left regular function at infinity, M’ is a sub- 
mantfold of M of type a such that cl(M - M’) = 8M’, and zO is a point in the 
Dirac-Laplace neighbourhood of M - M’. Then 
fhd= l 0,_1 IaM, G(z - zo) &f(z). 
Proof Suppose that (Mk(zO)}~= 1 is a sequence of submanifolds of M, 
of type a, such that 
(i) Mk G a,+ I(zoX 
(ii) Ukm_ 1Mkkd = M 
(iii) M’ E kk(zO), 
(iv) zO E U(cl(M,(z,) - M’)). 
Then it follows from Theorem 2, that, for each k E N we have 
G(z - zo) Dzf (z) -- 
However, it follows from the definition of a complex left regular function at 
infinity that 
lim f(z) = 0, 
k-cc 
where z~aM,(z,). It follows that 
f(zo)=-&/ G(z - zo) Dzf (z). 
*-, SM’ 
Similarly we have 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that M is a special mantfold of type b and h is a 
complex harmonic function at infinity, defined in an open neighbourhood of 
M. Suppose also that M’ is a submantfold of M of type a such that 
cl(M- M’) = aM’ and z. is a point in the Dirac-Laplace neighbourhood of 
M - M’. Then 
H(z-zo)DZ f e.e(z)+G(z-zo)Dzh(z) 
j=, ‘azj 
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OBSERVATION 5. Suppose that A4 is a special manifold of type h and 
{M,} y”= , is a sequence of submanifolds of M, each of type a and satisfying 
the conditions 
(i) U;“=, M,=M 
(ii) MICAI,+,, 
then by similar considerations to those given in the preliminary section it 
may be observed that the functions 
P;: T,*(U,,A,(C))+ R 
and 
defined by 
Q:: O*(U,,A,,(C))+R 
p:(f) = sup If(z)1 
ZEM, 
and 
Q:(h)= SUP l4z)l 
ZEM, 
form a proper countable system of norms on T,*(U,, ,4,,(C)) and 
@ ( U,, A,,(C)), respectively. 
It may also be observed that the functions 
and 
defined by 
and 
Q:: H*(U,, A,(C)) + R 
p:(f)= SUP If( 
ZECl(U(M,)) 
Q:(h) = sup lMz)l 
z E cu U(M/)) 
form a proper countable system of norms on I-:( U,, A,(C)) and 
@ *( U,, A,,(C)), respectively. 
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It now follows from results given in the preliminary section and 
Definitions 14 and 15 that: 
THEOREM 13. For M a special manifold of type b, the right A,,(C) 
module TT(U,, A,(C)) endowed with the countable system of norms Pi is a 
right A,(C) Frechet module. Moreover, the module @ *(U,, A,,(C)) 
endowed with the system of norms Q; is a Frechet module. 
We denote these modules by 
and 
(CYU,m An(C)), P’) 
(0 *(U.M, A,(C))> Q’), 
respectively. 
Similarly we have: 
THEOREM 14. For M a special manifold of type a, the right module 
T,*(U,, A,,(C)) endowed with the system of norms Pf is a right Frechet 
module. Moreover, the module @ *(U,, A,,(C)) endowed with the system of 
norms Qf is a Frechet module. 
We denote these modules by 
and 
(CYU,, A,(C)), P’) 
(0 *(um An(C))> Q2h 
respectively. 
It now follows straightforwardly from Theorems 5, 5’, 13, and 14 that: 
THEOREM 15. The right A,(C) Frechet modules (T,*(U,, A,(C)), P’) 
and (r,*( UM, A,(C)), P’) are topologically isomorphic. Moreover, the A,,(C) 
Frechet modules (0 *(U,, A,,(C)), Q’) and (0 *(U,, A,(C)), Q2) are also 
topologically isomorphic. 
RUNGE APPROXIMATION THEOREMS FOR COMPLEX LEFT REGULAR 
AND COMPLEX HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
For X a compact subset of C” we denote the set of complex left regular 
functions defined on open sets containing X by 
c(x A,(C))> 
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and we denote the set of complex harmonic functions defined on open sets 
containing X by 
It is clear that I-,(X, A,(C)) is a right A,(C) module, and that 
@(X, A,(C)) is an A,(C) module. 
The following lemmae are generalisations of a result established in [S], 
and they are fundamental for this section of the paper. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be an A,(C)-valued measure, with support contained in 
a compact subset X of a manifold of type d. Then 
s f(d) dp(z’) = 0 (17) 
for all f E f ,(X, A,,(C)) if and only $ the left A,(C)-Cuuchy transform 
(G*p)(z) oanishes on C” - S(X). 
Proof: First, suppose that Eq. (17) holds for each f E T,(X, A,(C)), and 
let z be an arbitrary point in M- X. Then, on placing 
.f(z‘) = G( z - z’) 
we have that f E I-,(X, A,,(C)) and 
(G*p)(z) = j G(z - z’) dp(z’) =O. 
Conversely, let f E f,(X, A,(C)), then it follows from the preliminaries that 
there exists an open set U(f) 2 X, and there is a manifold M’ c M, of type 
c, such that 
6) .I’: u(f) -+ A,(C), 
(ii) U(M’)C U(f), 
(iii) Xc k,. 
As f(z) is a holomorphic function, and M’ is a manifold of type c, it now 
follows from the preliminary section, and also from [22], that for each 
z’ E x, 
f(z’) =A- 
0, ~, 
f(z) DzG(z - zr) - lM, ,g, g. (z) e,G(z - z’) dz”). 
I 
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Using Fubini’s theorem we may deduce that 
I cp, fW 44z’) = &jdM,f(zPz s,,, G(z-z’)~L(z’) 
4 1 M, j:, g, (2) ej cp, G(z-z’) UP. I 
It now follows that 
s cll, f(z’) &(z’) = 0.I
We also have: 
LEMMA 2. Let p be an A,(C)-valued measure, with support contained in 
a compact subset of a manifold M of type d. Then 
I W) 44z’) (18) 
for all h E @(X, A,,(C)) if and only if the complex harmonic transform 
(H*p)(z) vanishes on c” - S(X). 
Proof: By similar arguments to those given in the proof of Lemma 1 we 
may deduce that if the integral (18) vanishes for all h E @(X. A,(C)) then 
(H*p)(z) vanishes on C” - S(X). 
Conversely, if h E @(X, A,,(C)) then there is an open set U(h) 2 X, and 
there is a manifold M’, CM, of type c, such that 
(i) h: U(h) + A,,(C), 
(ii) U(M) E U(h), 
(iii) XE &. 
As h(z) is a holomorphic function, and M’ is a manifold of type c, it now 
follows from the results developed in the preliminaries, and also from [22], 
that for each z’ E X, 
h(z’) =& 
” I 
aM, jf’, $, (z) ejdzH(Z-Z’) + h(z) DZG(Z-Z’) 
- 
s 
_$(z)H(z-z’)dz”}. 
J 
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It now follows from the corollary to Theorem 10, and similar arguments to 
those used in the proof of Lemma 1 that 
s h(z’) dp(z’) = 0. 1 
Using Lemma 1 we may now establish: 
THEOREM 16. Let X be a compact subset of M, a manifold of type d with 
the property that the number of connected components in the set (cl(M) - M) 
is finite, and also we have that the set (M - X) does not possess any bounded 
component, 9, such that 
(cl (3) - 8 c x. 
Suppose that f E T,(X, A,,(C)) then there is a g E r,( U,,,,, A,,(C)) such that 
sup If(z)-s(z)l~6 
ZEX 
i.e., the Frtkhet module (r,(U,, A,,(C)), P), (Z (f,( U,, A,(C)), P)), is 
uniformly dense in r,( X, A,,(C)). 
Proof As the number of components of (cl(M) - M) is finite we may, 
via a homotopy retract of M on itself, construct a sequence {M, ) ,“= , of 
submanifolds of M, each of type c, such that 
6) UmM,,=M, 
and for each m EN, 
(ii) M,Gti,+,, 
(iii) M, is connected, 
(iv) the set (M,,, - M,) does not contain a component Y/ with the 
property 
(cl Y) - Y c f3(cl(M,+, - M,)). (19) 
We now claim that, under the supremum norm, the module 
f ,(Mk, A,(C)) is uniformly dense in T,(X, A,(C)), where XE I@~. 
By means of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems, it suf- 
fices to prove that each A,,(C) valued measure p in M, supported on X, 
which annihilates T,(M,, A,,(C)) also annihilates T,(X, A,(C)). 
Let p be such a measure. Then by assumption 
s g(z’) dp(z’) = 0 
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for all gE T,(M,, A,(C)). In view of Lemma 1 we have 
(G*P)(z) = 0 
for each z E C” - S(X). Since (G*p)( z is a complex left regular function in ) 
C” - S(X), and the set 
(C-S(X))nM 
does not possess a component which satisfies the condition (19), we have 
that 
(G*P)(z) = 0 
on (M - X), so that 
s 
f(z’) dp(z’) = 0 
for each f E r,(X, A,(C)). Thus ,U annihilates r,(X, ,4,,(C)). 
In an analogous way to the above argument we may deduce that under 
the supremum norm the module T,(M, + m + , , A,(C)) is uniformly dense in 
rr(M!i+,Y A,(C)), for each m E N. 
Now let f = fO E 0(X, A,(C)). By a successive application of the first step 
of the proof, a sequence {f,},oO= k may be found such that for each 
IE N- {l,..., k- 1 > 
f/E TAM,, A,(C)) 
and 
sup W) -fi+ ,(z)l G&2-‘-‘. 
ZEM, 
Now take a fixed integer ZEN- (l,..., k - 1 } and consider in 
T,(M,, A,(C)) the sequence {f,+,},“=O. By the same arguments as those 
used in [S, Lemma 3.23 it may be deduced that this sequence is a Cauchy 
sequence in T,(M,, ,4,,(C)). It follows that there exists a limit function 
g,: MI + A,(C). 
It now follows from Theorems 2 and 5 that g, may be extended to a left 
regular function 
g:: U(M,) -+ An(C). 
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By the same arguments to those used in [8, Lemma 3.21 we have a 
sequence{ g: )Ek with g: E r,( Uti,, A,(C)) for all 1= k, k + l,..., and 
As UjYk ik!lk = M, we observe that we have constructed a function 
ge f,( U,, A,,(C)) such that 
Moreover, we have 
SUP If(z)-g(z)l~E. I 
ZEX 
On combining Theorem 16 with Theorem 1 we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Let X be a compact subset of M, a manifold of type d, and 
suppose that the sets M and (M-X) satisfy] the conditions given in the 
statement of Theorem 16. Moreover, suppose that C” is a Dirac-Laplacr 
neighbourhood of M. Then, for each ,f E f,( X, A,,(C)) and each E E R+ there 
exists a kft regular polynomial 
9: C” -+ A,(C) 
such that 
sup 19'(z) -f(z)1 Q E. 
Z‘ZX 
By similar arguments to those used to establish Theorem 16 we have 
THEOREM 17. Let X be a compact subset of M, a manifold of type d, and 
suppose that the sets M and (M - X) satisfy the conditions given in the 
statement of Theorem 16. Then, for each h E H(X, A,,(C)) and E E R’ there 
exists a g E @I ( U,, A,(C)) such that 
SUP If(z) - dz)l GE. I 
ZEX 
To obtain further extensions of Theorems 16 and 17 we iirst require 
DEFINITION 16. Let X be an arbitrary compact subset of M, a manifold 
of type b. Suppose 8,) Q2,..., are the bounded components of (M - X) 
satisfying the condition 
cl(tI,) - 0, E x 
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for k = 1, 2,.... Furthermore, let a = Uk { ak} be a subset of M which con- 
tains one point ak in each 0,. Then we denote the minimal right A.(C)- 
Frechet module containing all finite combinations over A,(C) of the partial 
derivatives of the functions G(z-a,) by 
and we denote the minimal A,(C)-Frtchet module containing all finite 
combinations over A,(C) of the partial derivatives of the functions 
Wz-a,) by 
It is clear that with respect to the families of norms p, and &, given in 
expressions (9) and (10) that the module T,(U,, A,(C))@ R(a) is a right 
A,,(C)-Frechet module, and @(U,, A,(C)) @ Q(a) is an A,(C)-Frechet 
module. These Frechet modules are Frechet submodules of 
r,(U,-., A,,(C)) and @(U,-,, A.(C)), respectively. 
Using the above notation we may deduce from Lemma 1, Theorems 16 
and 18, and [3, Theorem 18.71. 
THEOREM 18. If X is an arbitrary compact subset of M, a manifald of 
t-ype d, and a is the subset of M introduced in Definition 16, then the Frechet 
module T,(U,, A,(C))@ R(a) is unifarmly dense in r,(X, A,,(C)). 
Similarly we have: 
THEOREM 19. If X is an arbitrary compact subset of M, a ma&old of 
type d, and a is the subset of M introduced in Definition 16, then the Frechet 
moduk O(U,, A,(C))OQ( ) a is unzformly dense in @I (X, A,,(C)). 
Using Theorem 19 we may deduce one of the main theorems of this sec- 
tion. 
THEOREM 20 (A generalised Runge approximation theorem). Let V be 
an open subset of M, a mantfold of type d, and M be a subset of M - V having 
one point in each bounded component 8, of M- V, satisfying the conditions 
cl(e) - e c cl( V) (20) 
Then the right Frtchet module f,( U,+.,, A,,(C)) @I R(a) is dense in the right 
FrPchet module (r,( Uy, A,,(C)), P). In particular, tf M - V does not contain 
a bounded component 0 satisfying (20), then the right Frtchet module 
T,(U,,,,, A,,(C)) is dense in the right FrPchet module T,(U,, A,,(C)). 
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OBSERVATION 6. Using Theorem 20 it may be deduced that the Frechet 
module @ ( U,,,, A,(C))@ R(a) is dense in the Frechet module 
( @ ( UV, A,(C)), & and in the case where there does not exist a com- 
ponent 0 of M - I/ which satisfies condition (20) then the Frtchet module 
@(U,, A,(C)) is dense in the Frechet module @(U,, A,(C)). 
We conclude this section by deriving Runge approximation theorems for 
complex left regular functions at infinity, and complex harmonic functions 
at infinity. 
By similar arguments to those used to establish Lemmas 1 and 2 we may 
deduce 
LEMMA 3. Let X he a compact subset of M, a special mantfold of type d 
and let u be an A,,(C)-valued measure with compact support contained in the 
set (M - X). Then 
s .ftz’) 44z’) = 0 
.jor all,fEf,*(UMPx, A,(C)) fund only tf(G*u)(z)=O in X. 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a compact subset of M, a special manifold of type d, 
and let p be an A,,(C)-valued measure with compact support contained in the 
.set (M - X). Then 
s h(z) du(z’) = 0 
.for all he @*(UMgx, A,,(C)) fund only if(H*p)(z)=O in X. 
Using Lemmas 3 and 4, and the arguments developed so far in this paper 
we may adapt the proof of [S, Theorem 4.11 to establish 
THEOREM 21. Let X be a compact subset oj‘M, a special mantfold of type 
d, and let B be a subset of X having one point in each component of X. Then 
R(b) is dense in T,( U,+- x, A,,(C)) for the topology of un$orm compact con- 
vergence, and Q(p) is dense in @ *(U, _ x, A,,(C)) under the same topology. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
In this final section we show how the results presented so far may be 
applied to give generalisations of the homological version of the Mittag- 
Leffler theorem given in [3, Sect. 21.21. As the Mittag-Leffler theorem given 
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in [3, Sect. 21.21, together with the main results presented in [3, Sect. 223, 
form a basis to the study of Clifford algebra valued hyperfunctions presen- 
ted in [27] in the Euclidean setting, then it follows from the results presen- 
ted in this section and in [21] that there is an automatic generalisation of 
the results in [27] to the several complex variable setting. 
We begin by establishing: 
THEOREM 22. Suppose that g: U c C” --) A,(C) is a holomorphic 
function, and M is a manifold of type d lying in the open set U, and satisfying 
the condition that the number of components in the set ((cl M) - M) is finite. 
Then there is an open set U(g) c U such that MG U(g), and there is a 
holomorphic function 
h: Q’(g)+A,(C) 
such that 
- jcl ej g, (z) = g(z). 
I 
Proof: As the set (cl(M) - M) has a finite number of components we 
may, by taking homotopic retracts of M on itself, construct a sequence of 
compact submanifolds {Mk}km_ i of M, each of type c, such that 
(i) UkMk=M, 
(ii) Mksfik+, , 
(iii) the set (Mk+ , - Mk) does not contain a component 8 with the 
property 
(cl (3) - 0 z a(cl(M, + 1 - Mk)). 
We begin to construct the function h(z) by first considering the integral 
1 
-i 
G(z - z,,) g(z) dz” 
0 n-l M2 
for zO E M. It follows from Proposition 1 that this integral gives a bounded 
function over the manifold M,. We now consider the integral 
1 
-f an-1 M~-Mz 
G(z - zo) g(z) dz”. 
It follows from Theorem 9 that this integral gives a left regular function in 
a neighbourhood of the manifold M,. Consequently, we have from 
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Theorem 16 that there exists a left regular function h, E r,( U,, A,,(C)) 
such that 
1 
sup h,(%) -- 
20s MI 0 s n-l M3-M2 
G(z - zo) g(z) dz” <; E. 
It follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 9 that the function 
G(z - zo) g(z) dz" - h ,(z,) 
is well defined on the manifold M. 
By similar arguments, we may for k > 3 construct the function 
fk-*(zo)=‘j G(z - zd g(z) dz” - h, ~ Ad, 
n-1 Mk-MLI 
where z,, E M, h, z E r,( UMr A,,(C)) and 
sup h 
1 
kp2cZ)-- 
‘OEMI z s un-I MA MA-I 
G(z-z,) g(z)dz” +k-2)~. (21) 
It now follows that for each z E M there is a neighbourhood U(z) G M on 
which the series C/“=, fi converges uniformly. Consequently, we have, from 
the uniform convergence theorem, a function 
H’: A4 + A,,(C), 
where H’(z) = C/“=, f,(z). 
The next step is to demonstrate that H’(z) may be extended to a 
holomorphic function in a neighbourhood of M. 
We begin by observing that by taking homotopic deformations of type c 
of the manifold M,, it follows from Theorems 2 and 6 that there is an open 
enighbourhood W , , G U, of d, to which the function fI (z) may be exten- 
ded to a holomorphic function F,(z). Moreover, it fo,llows from 
Theorems 2 and 7 that 
n 
aF, 
i”l e, q (z) = -g(z). (22) 
Also, for each k > 3, it may be observed from Theorems 9 and 2 that the 
functions fkp2(z) may be analytically continued to left regular functions on 
the domain U(M,). It now follows from the inequality (21) that there exists 
an open subset U, of U(M,), containing &f, on which the series 
f F,(z)’ 
/=2 
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converges uniformly to a left regular function. Consequently, we have on 
the open set U, n W, a holomorphic function 
h(z)= f F,(z). 
I= 1 
Moreover, we have from Eq. (22), and the left regularity of the functions 
F,(z) (,> I), 
ig, ejg h(z) =-g(z)* 
I 
We may now repeat the above argument, for each k > 3, to construct an 
open neighbourhood Vk _ 2, E U, of the manifold QkP 2 to which the 
functions f,(z) may be holomorphicly extended to the functions F,(z), and 
the series 
converges uniformly to the holomorphic function h(z). Again we have that 
jc, ej; h(z) =-g(z). 
J 
The result follows. m 
Theorem 22 is a generalisation of [3, Theorem 19.21. By similar 
arguments we have 
THEOREM 23. Suppose that g: UG C” + A,(C) is a holomorphic 
function, and A4 is a man&old of type d lying in the open set U, and satisfying 
the conditions given in the statement of Theorem 22. Then there is an open 
set U’(g) G U such that M 5 U’(g), and there is a holomorphic firnction 
such that 
W: U’(g) + A,(C) 
,c,a;: z n d2w ( )= -g(z). 
DEFINITION 17. The function h(z) constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 22 is called the Dirac primitive of the function g(z), and the 
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function w(z) given in Theorem 23 is called the harmonic primitive of the 
functiong(z). 
Using Theorems 5, 5’, 6, 8, 22, and 23 we may readily deduce 
THEOREM 24. Suppose that U is an open subset of C” and that M is a 
submanifold of U, of type d, satisfying the conditions given in the statement 
of Theorem 22. Suppose also that H( U, A,,(C)) denotes the set of A,(C)- 
valued holomorphic functions defined on U. Then there exists an open subset 
U’ of U, containing M, such that for each g c H( U, A,,(C)) the Dirac 
primitive and the harmonic primitive of g are defined on U’. 
DEFINITION 18. We call the open set u’ introduced in Theorem 24 the 
Dirac-Laplace primitie neighbourhood of M with respect to U. 
To introduce a generalisation of the Mittag-Leffler theorem given in [3, 
Theorem 21.21 we require a modification of Theorem 22. We begin by 
establishing 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that M is a mamfold of type c, and 
h: M -+ A,,(C) is a continuous function. Then the integral 
T,w(hNzo) =-!- j G(z - zo) h(z) dz” (23) 
O,,-I M 
gives a continuous,function over the manifold I& 
ProojY It follows from Proposition 1 that the integral (23) gives a well- 
defined function on the manifold &. We also have from Proposition 1 that 
the functions T,(h)(z) is bounded. It now follows from Theorem 9 that for 
some E > 0 there exists a neighbourhood U,,, s M, of the point z0 such 
that 
lJq 
(G(z-z,)-G(z-z,))h(z)dz” <iv. 
Using the fact that h(z) is a continuous function, that M is a manifold of 
type c, and that the function G(z) is homogeneous of degree -n + 1 with 
respect to the origin, we may choose the E above, such that for each point 
z, E U,, there is a neighbourhood W,,, c UZO, lying in M with the property 
1 
I--j co n-l Wz, 
G(z-z,)h(z)dz” <;E. 
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It now follows that 
(G(z-z,)-G(z-z,))h(z)dz” <E 
Consequently, the function T,,,(h)(z,) is continuous. 1 
Similarly we have 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that M is a mumfold of type c, and 
h: M -+ A,(C) is a continuous function. Then the integral 
C,(hMz,) =& j H(z - zo) h(z) dz” 
M 
gives a continuous function. 
We now have 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that M is u man$old of type c, and 
h: M + A,,(C), considered as an A,,( C)-valued zero form, is a C’ form. Then 
the function 
T,(h): ti + A,(C) 
also considered as an A,,(C)-valued zero form, is also a C’ form. 
Proof Suppose that 8,, is a bounded open subset of R” and that 
ho: e,,+ uk,- =I M is a local, smooth parameterisation of a neighbourhood, 
u:,, of the point zO. Then it follows from similar arguments to those 
developed in [22] that the function 
where (d,;Ool,,,)” denotes the reparameterisation of the form dz” with respect 
to the diffeomorphism II/,,, is a CL form over the open set 8,,. It now 
follows from the chain rule that the integral 
1 
-.I 
G(z - zo) h(z) dz”, 
on-1 u;, 
gives a C’ form over the manifold U:,. It follows from Theorem 9 that the 
integral 
1 
-I @,-I M-U& 
G(z - z,,) h(z) dz” 
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gives a C’ form over the manifold VZ,. Consequently, the function 
T,(h)(zO) is a C’ zero form over the manifold M. 1 
Similar arguments reveal that: 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that A4 is a manifold of type c, and 
h: M -P A,,(C), is an A,( C)-valued C’ zero form. Then the A,,( C)-valued zero 
form C,(h)(z,) is a C’ form. 
By similar arguments to those given in [4], we may now deduce 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that h4 is a manifold of type c, and 
h: A4 -+ A,(C) is a CL zero form. Then for each test function Q: G + A,,(C) 
we have that 
JM d(z) d(DzTdh)(z)) = -s, d(z) h(z) dz”, 
lvhere d is the usual exterior derivative acting on differential forms over k. 
Combining Proposition 7 with the first part of the proof of Theorem 22 
we obtain 
THEOREM 25. Suppose that M is a mantfold of type d, and g: M + A,(C) 
is a C’ zero form. Suppose also that the number of components in the set 
((cl M) - M) is finite. Then there is a C’ zero form h: M -+ A,,(C) such that 
,for every test ,function 0: M --f A,,(C) we have that 
s, 4(z) dUWz)) = -j, 4(z) g(z) dz”. 
Using Theorem 25 we may now establish 
THEOREM 26. Suppose that M is a mantfold of type d satisfying the con- 
dition that the set (cl M) - M has finitely many components. Let {X, } IE N be 
an open covering of h4, by open subsets of M and let g,,kE r,(U,x,, A,,(C)) 
satisfy the conditions 
gi,k = -gk.i 
and 
gi,k + gk,/ + g/,; = o in ux, n x, n x,. 
Then there exist functions gje f,( U,,, A,,(C)) such that for all i, k 
gi,k = gi - gk in X,nX,. 
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ProojI Using Theorem 25 it is straightforward to adapt the proof of 
[3, Theorem 21.23 to construct functions 
Gi: A’, -+ A,(C) 
such that g,, I x, A xk = Gi - Gk, and over the manifold Xi the form DzG,(z) 
is closed. It now follows that for each manifold Mi of type c contained in Xi 
and each zO E I%?~ we have 
G,(z~) = d .r,, G(z - ZO) DZGi(Z). 
n I 
Consequently the function G,(z,) may be continued to a left regular 
function 
gi: ux, -+ A,(C). 
As 
g1.k 1 X,nXk=Gi-Gk 
it now follows that 
on u,,,. I 
gi,k = gi - gk 
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